
 

Wiz Subprocessor List 

 

When acting as a data processor on behalf of our customers, Wiz engages subprocessors who 

may process Customer Personal Data submitted to Wiz’s services.  

 

These subprocessors are listed below, with a description of the types of processing they perform 

and the location. This list may be updated by Wiz from time to time.  

 
Sub-Processor Types of processing Location 

Wiz Inc * Parent entity of Wiz Cloud Ltd and Wiz Cloud Limited. Customer 

support. 

 

 

US 

Wiz Cloud Ltd * 

 

Wholly owned subsidiary of Wiz Inc. DevOps & customer support. 

 

Israel 

Wiz Cloud Limited * Wholly owned subsidiary of Wiz Inc. Customer support. 

 

 

Depending on where 

the customer is 

based, Wiz's 

employees may 

access customer data 

from the EU, UK, 

Australia or 

Singapore. Access is 

granted only upon 

the customer's 

permission. 

 

Amazon Web Services Wiz’s production environment is hosted in AWS. 

 

Optional – only if the customer connects an AWS environment. 

Used for data processing from customer AWS tenants. 

 

Wiz provides 

customers with the 

option to host their 

Wiz tenant in the EU 

/ UK or the US. 

 

Scanning of 

customers’ AWS 

cloud is performed in 

the region of the 

customer’s tenant. 

Google Cloud 

Platform 

Optional – only if the customer connects a GCP environment. Used 

for data processing from customer GCP tenants. 

 

Scanning of 

customers’ GCP 

cloud is performed in 

the region of 

customer’s tenant. 

Microsoft Azure Optional – only if the customer connects an Azure environment. 

Used for data processing from customer Azure tenants. 

 

Scanning of 

customers’ Azure 

cloud is performed in 

the region of 

customer’s tenant. 

 

Oracle Cloud Optional – only if the customer connects an Oracle Cloud 

environment. Used for data processing from customer Oracle Cloud 

tenants. 

 

Scanning of 

customers’ Oracle 

cloud is performed in 



the region of 

customer’s tenant. 

 

DataDog Logging and monitoring. 

 

US 

Snowflake Troubleshooting & usage analytics used for support, customer 

success, billing and product analytics. 

US 

Intercom Chatbox function used in the platform for customer support – only 

processes Customer Personal Data to the extent a user includes it in 

a support request. 

 

US 

Zendesk Support & ticketing in the Platform – only processes Customer 

Personal Data to the extent a user includes it in a support request. 

US 

ChurnZero Customer success. US 

Box Secure file sharing. US 

*This entity shall not be a subprocessor if customer is contracting with this entity under its agreement with Wiz. 
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